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Abstract -The ionosphere is defined as a region of the earth's
upper atmosphere where sufficient ionisation can exist to affect
the propagation of radio waves. Prediction of ionosphere vertical
total electron content (TEC) are crucial and remain as a challenge
for GPS positioning and navigation system , space weather
forecast, as well as many other Earth Observation System. TEC is
an important descriptive quantity for the ionosphere of the Earth.
TEC is strongly affected by solar activity. This ionospheric
characteristic constitutes an important parameter in trans
ionospheric links since it issued to derive the signal delay imposed
by the ionosphere. This paper gives an overview of the various
predictive models that can be used to predict Total electron
content in ionosphere.
Keywords— K Nearest neighbor, Linear Predictive coding,
Vertical Total Electron Content.

I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of “space weather” is now widely used in
quantitative descriptions of the physical changes in the
near-Earth space environment in response to variations in
solar radiation, solar plasma ejection and the electromagnetic
status of the interplanetary medium. In the last decade, the
utility of radio wave transmissions from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellites in obtaining information
about the Earth’s ionosphere simultaneously from a global
network of stations has been demonstrated. Irregularities in
the ionosphere due to space weather events caused by solar
flares and coronal mass ejection can scatter trans-ionospheric
radio signals producing fluctuations in both amplitude and
phase and GPS cycle slips disrupting satellite
communications and navigation.

Figure 1. TEC representation and typical
electron density profile

Over the past decade, several numerical and empirical
models for the regular variations of TEC have been developed
at regional and global scales. Numerical ionospheric models
use different techniques, such as polynomial expansions,
grid-based techniques and spherical harmonics in latitude and
longitude, to model VTEC on one or more ionospheric layers
as function of time. The parameters for these models are
estimated from slant TEC (STEC) measurements. STEC is
converted into VTEC using a mapping function, and vise
versa.
In these applications, the estimation of VTEC as function
of time is a vital part. However, there are varieties of error
sources which affect the estimation of VTEC. Rideout and
Coster (2006) extensively discussed mapping function errors,
Ciraolo et al. (2007) have studied the effects of the multipath
on carrier-phase smoothed code observations using
co-located receivers and intra-daily DCB variations for a
zero-baseline
experiment
using
single
difference
observations. Thus, it is important to predict VTEC
accurately and efficiently in order to avoid errors. In this
research work, based on time series analysis theory and
technology, ionospheric VTEC prediction techniques are
proposed. In particular, the applicability of using neural
network (NN), K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Linear
Predictive Coding model (LPC) to perform short-term
regional ionospheric VTEC prediction is analyzed
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
At the start of the 1980s, state space models were only
beginning to be used by statisticians for forecasting time
series, although the ideas had been present in the engineering
literature since Kalman’s (1960) ground-breaking work. State
space models provide a unifying framework in which any
linear time series model can be written. The key forecasting
contribution of Kalman (1960) was to give a recursive
algorithm (known as the Kalman filter) for computing
forecasts. Statisticians became interested in state space
models when Schweppe (1965) showed that the Kalman filter
provides an efficient algorithm for computing the
one-step-ahead prediction errors and associated variances
needed to produce the likelihood function. Shumway and
Stoffer (1982) combined the EM algorithm with the Kalman
filter to give a general approach to forecasting time series
using state space models, including allowing for missing
observations.
In 2010, Xiuhai LI1, Dazhi GUO1 [3], in their research
on modeling and prediction of Ionospheric total electron
content by time series analysis.
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Predictive Models for Vertical Total Electron Content in Ionosphere
Precise modeling and accurate prediction for the
ionospheric total electron content(TEC) are crucial and
remain as a challenge for GPS positioning and navigation ,
space weather forecast, as well as many other Earth
Observation System(EOS). This research develops and
analyzes a new prediction technique for the regional
ionospheric TEC, based on time series analysis theory using
autoregressive model (AR) to perform short-term ionospheric
TEC prediction. The predicted TEC were then compared with
the TEC measured by IGS, and with TEC from the
International Reference Ionosphere(IRI) to assess the
performance of the model. Preliminary results show that AR
model could well describe the variation trend of the regional
ionospheric TEC and has a good short-term performance of
the ionospheric TEC prediction. The forecasting
methodology based on the time series for the regional
ionospheric TEC prediction is feasible.
In 2010, LI Shuhui and PENG Junhuan [4] presented
Ionospheric TEC Prediction and Analysis Based on Phase
Space Reconstruction. The time series analysis and prediction
methods based on the chaotic theory don’t need the subjective
model having been constructed for the system beforehand.
Actually, they are predicted according to a group of new
phase point series in the phase space constructed by the
existing time series and the characters of the phase space
series.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Vertical Total Electron Content is a quantity that concern
for predicting space weather effects on telecommunications,
improving the accuracy of satellite navigation, fly control
vehicles and other systems that use ionospheric signals,
because the ionospheric layer affects the mentioned signals.
Prediction of VTEC values helps one to be prepared of future
calamities and the research work focus on this point. This
chapter presents the various techniques used for predicting
VTEC values over time and compares their efficiency in
terms of accuracy and speed.
General Approach
The general methodology used in the present study in
shown in Figure 2.

Stage 2: Prediction of future values
Stage 3: Comparison of the results with respect to efficiency
in prediction
In stage 1, given an input dataset (X) with ‘n’ VTEC values
obtained over a period of time‘t’, the proposed methodology
first groups X into two sets, namely, training dataset and
testing dataset. To make meaningful forecasts, the predictors
has to be trained on an appropriate data series. Data in the
form of <input, output> pairs are extracted from X, where
input and output are vectors equal in size to the number of
network inputs and outputs, respectively. In the present
research work, a 70% and 30% division was adopted, that is,
70% of the records in X is taken as training data and the rest of
the 30% is taken as testing data.
Throughout the literature, many techniques have been
implemented to perform time series forecasting. This study
focus on three techniques: back propagation neural networks,
K Nearest-Neighbor and linear predictive coding. In stage 2,
the selected three predictors are used to predict of next ‘m’
VTEC values. Initially the predictors are trained using the
training set, which are then verified using the testing set.
In stage 3, ten performance metrics to evaluate the
efficiency of the three predictors. They are, Mean Squared
Error (MSE), Normalised Mean Squared Error (NMSE),
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Normalised Root Mean
Squared Error (NRMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE),
Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE), Coefficient of
Correlation (R), Coefficient of Determination (D),
Coefficient of Efficiency (E), Maximum Absolute Error (A),
Maximum Absolute Relative Error (AE) and execution speed.
From the results, a performance comparison is conducted to
select a predictor among the three that produces accurate
results, that is, to pick out a winner that produces least error in
a time saving manner.
Proposed Predictive Models
The main purpose of predictive model is the discovery of
valuable information about the probability distribution that
generated the data by making predictions about new incoming
data. For example, a regression model will be used for
predicting the value of the response variable y for any new
value of the predictor x. Even descriptive models make
predictions. A histogram predicts the value of the density of a
distribution where a new observation happens to fall.
K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Method
K-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) is a method for
classifying objects based on closest training examples in the
feature space. K-NN is a type of instance-based learning, or
lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally
and all computation is deferred until classification. The
k-nearest neighbor algorithm is amongst the simplest of all
machine learning algorithms: an object is classified by a
majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned
to the class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors (k
is a positive integer, typically small). If k = 1, then the object
is simply assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor.
In the KNN Predictor, the final data points of the data series
are called the ‘reference’ and
the length of the reference is
called the ‘window size’.

Figure 2: Proposed Methodology
The research methodology consists of three stages.
Stage 1: Preparation of input data into training and testing set
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The data series without the last data point is the ‘shortened
data series’. To forecast the data series’ next data point, the
reference is compared to the first group of data points in the
shortened data series, called a ‘candidate’, and an error is
computed.
Then the reference is moved one data point forward to the
next candidate and another error is computed and the process
is repeated for all data points. All errors thus calculated are
stored and sorted. The smallest k errors correspond to the k
candidates that closest match the reference. Finally, the
forecast will be the average of the k data points that follow
these candidates. Then, to forecast the next data point, the
process is repeated with the previously forecasted data point
appended to the end of the data series. This can be iteratively
repeated to forecast n data points. This process is explained in
Figure 3.
Data Series

Shortend Data Series

Forecast

Error
0
Error
1
Error
2
Figure 3: K Nearest Neighbor
Forecasting (Window Size

Neural Networks Model
A neural network is a computational model that is loosely
based on the neuron cell structure of the biological nervous
system. Given a training set of data, the neural network can
learn the data with a learning algorithm; in this research, the
most common algorithm, backpropagation, is used. Through
backpropagation, the neural network forms a mapping
between inputs and desired outputs from the training set by
altering weighted connections within the network. A brief
history of neural networks follows.
Backpropagation Training For Vtec Prediction
The backpropagation training (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008)
stage uses the training dataset from Stage 1 and train the
network in of three steps,
1.

Present an input vector VTEC to the network for training.
Compute activation functions sequentially forward from
the first hidden layer to the output layer (Figure 4.2, from
layer A to layer C).
2. Compute the difference between the desired output, and
the actual network output (output of unit(s) in the output
layer). Propagate the error sequentially backward from
the output layer to the first hidden layer (Figure 4.2, from
layer C to layer A).
3. For every connection, change the weight modifying that
connection in proportion to the error.
When these three steps have been performed for every input
from the training data set, one epoch occurs. Training usually
lasts thousands of epochs, possibly until a predetermined
maximum number of epochs (epochs limit) is reached or the
network output error (error limit) falls below an acceptable
threshold. Training can be time-consuming, depending on the
network size, number of examples, epochs limit, and error
limit.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

= 4, K=2)
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
Linear prediction is a technique of time series analysis that
emerges from the examination of linear systems. Using linear
prediction, the parameters of a future system can be
determined by analyzing the systems inputs and outputs.
In proposed LPC method the input data series VTEC
represent as a column vector or a matrix with series organized
in columns. We have to defines the number of predictor
coefficients to use (>=2).In this method we have to specify the
number of data values to return in output. It is necessary to
specify the position that is the string ‘pre’ or ‘post’. This
determines whether extrapolation occurs before or after the
observed series x.
Given x(n-1), x(n-2), , x(n-M), the problem here is to predict
the value of VTEC denoted as x(n). In LPC, this predicted
VTEC value can be expressed as a linear function of the given
M past samples (Equation 1).
X(n | n-1, n-2, … n-M) = (x(n-1), x(n-2), …
x(n-m))
(1)
When a value is predicted using the above equation, then it is
said to be predicted linearly.

The present research work proposes the use of neural
networks, K Nearest Neighbor and linear predictive coding
for predicting VTEC values using time series analysis. This
chapter obtained while testing the proposed 3 predictors for
efficiency is presented in this Chapter.
Dataset Used
The TEC data is obtained by using the dual frequency of GPS
receivers installed for the satellite navigation project of ISRO
called GAGAN. These TEC data recorded by the Agatti
satellite on January 2008 with the elevation angle 600. TEC
dataset used in this research work contains 1065 records with
the columns IST time, latitude, longitude, VTEC (Vertical
Total Electron Content) and STEC (Slant Total Electron
Content).VTEC values are taken for predictions. From the
dataset 70% are taken for training and 30% are taken for
testing.
PERFORMANCE METRICS
Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed
predictors to analyze their
efficiency in terms of accuracy
in prediction and time taken to
predict.
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Importance is given to accuracy parameter which is analyzed
using several error metrics which gives the error difference
between the predicted and original values. The performance
metrics used during experimentation are explained in this
section.
Mean Squared Error (MSE)
The mean squared error (MSE) of a predictor is one of many
ways to quantify the difference between values implied by an
predictor and the true values of the values being estimated.
MSE is a risk function, corresponding to the expected value of
the squared error loss or quadratic loss. MSE measures the
average of the squares of the "errors." The error is the amount
by which the value implied by the estimator differs from the
quantity to be estimated. It is calculated using Equation (1).
MSE(h) =

N h
1
 ( xih  xi (h)) 2
N  h  m  1 i m

(1)
where xi+h is the actual sample and xi(h) is the h-step ahead
prediction at current time i, for i=m,...,N-h, and N is the length
of the time series.

From the results, it could be seen that the LPC predictor
performance is very poor when compared with other three
predictors. The best performance in terms of prediction
accuracy using MSE metrics is given by BPNN. Among the
KNN algorithms, the performance of KNN-AC is better than
KNN-AD. Thus, from the table, it is clear that BPNN is the
best followed by KNN-AC, KNN-AD and LPC.
Normalised Mean Squared Error (NMSE)
The second performance metric used for analysis is
NMSE and the results obtained are projected in Figure
5.1.From figure, it can be seen that the BPNN based predictor
produces the best performance (0.0001 NMSE) followed by
KNN-AC (0.1031) and KNN-AD (0.1037). The worst
performance was given by the LPC predictor with a high
NMSE value of 0.6071. Even though the difference between
KNN-AC and KNN-AD seems to be very small, while
considering the efficiency gain obtained, the KNN-AC shows
a 0.52% increase, which is very important in time critical
prediction environments like ionosphere.

Normalised Mean Squared Error (NMSE)
The normalized mean square error (NMSE) measure of
goodness of fit is the MSE divided by the variance of the
samples included in the sum of MSE (Equation 2).

Nh

2
 ( x i  h  x i (h ))

NMSE(h )  i  m
Nh
2
 (x i _ h  x)

(2)
Figure 5.1: Comparison of Normalized Mean Squared
Error

im

Where x is the mean of the samples in the sum. Where xi+h is
the actual sample and xi(h) is the h-step ahead prediction at
current time i, for i=m,...,N-h, and N is the length of the time
series
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents the results obtained for each of the
performance metrics used.
Mean Squared Error (MSE)
Table 1 shows the MSE values obtained by the three
predicting algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION
This research introduced four prediction algorithm based
on Neural Networks, Linear Predictive Coding and K Nearest
Neighbor for predicting VTEC values over time. Various
experiments were conducted with the primary aim of
identifying an algorithm, among the four, that produces
accurate VTEC values. From the results, it could be seen the
BPNN algorithm shows maximum improvement in terms of
accuracy and lower error rate and is the best choice for
predicting VTEC values.
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